Dear Mr. Painter:
First let me tell you that I am so proud that America has on its side an intelligent person with common sense which is a rare quality. I salute you! Being a foreigner I admit to not having good acumen in English grammar and I hope you will understand my point of view and forgive me for grammatical errors.

The current status of the political environment of America is indeed very daunting. I just don’t understand, how a country that calls itself democratic, is not democratic. If it was, Hillary Clinton would have been the President of the United States. In a true democracy the person with the most votes is declared the winner. However, having said that. Why can’t you stress to those who voted for Trump that Russia invaded the United States and won the war and their weapon of choice, the computer and the American people themselves.

The Republican Party, it appears, is on a mission of becoming and supporting a person who is leaning toward a Putinesque (If these, is a proper word) rule of law, and because Trump leans toward authoritarianism its no wonder that He, holds Putin in such high esteem. This is just my point of view. I personally think the Russians have paid off Trump’s debt. It appears that his personal history leans toward people paying off his debts and after he has drained the the country coffers, the American people will be left holding an empty bag. He as you have stated is using the Presidency and the country to enrich his family, himself and his friends who support him.

I see the whole scenario playing out this way. Trump’s agenda is to destabilize the Middle East keeping them occupied in tribal and religious sect wars. If Iran gets involved and threatens retaliation against Israel. Trump will give Israel the go ahead to destroy them, which we all know Israel has been itching to do. Next agenda, weaken Europe, opening the door for Russia to cause fear in the region, and In the United States using the strategy of divide and rule, take over big businesses shut down free speech, (Putin’s rule of Law), bring back white supremacy and slavery. To quote “My African Americans”.

Hitler, wanted a perfect society, eradicate all Jews and destroy his enemies and promoting his nationalistic rhetoric. I see many parallels between Trump and Hitler. Trump is also promoting nationalism, bent on repealing Obama Care, knowing full well many will die, leaning toward privatizing prisons creating a new business for his friend Betsy Devos’s brother Prince who will throw many, if not all African Americans and brown people behind bars under false accusations thereby, permanently generating millions in revenue. We see the racial bigotry now being played out in Puerto Rico!

Do you think that Nunes, Ryan, and most of the senior Republican Party members have been bought by Russian money or are being enticed by power, therefore, turning a blind eye to Trump breaking ethic rule and violations of the law?

I hope I am not being too dramatic with my views, but this whole situation has left me with a sense of hopelessness for America. Especially, now with his new move of stating Jerusalem Israel’s new capital. I’m not Muslim, Christian or Jewish I look at the world not through the lens of religious ideology but through being a citizen of the world wanting peace by being a good corporate citizen.

Amazing that the religions of the Middle East and Europe are all derived from Noah and his three sons Japeth, sham and Ham. I heard this morning on AM Joy a pastor stating that the Jews believe that Israel will becomes whole by taking back Jerusalem, Jesus will come back. Just a reminder. It was a Jew who betrayed Jesus that resulted in his execution. Now why would Jesus want to come back, and even if He did. Would anyone believe it is him?
Warmest regards,
Unjilli Malik